Time to dethrone GDP as a measure of
national success, researcher says
16 January 2014, by Amelia Bidgood
ignores social costs, environmental impacts, and
income inequality," he said.
Costanza says that the time has come for change
and that GDP should be replaced by the new
metrics connected with the United Nations'
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
"The chance to dethrone GDP is now in sight," he
said.
"By 2015, the United Nations is scheduled to
announce the SDGs, a set of international
objectives to improve global well-being.
"Developing integrated measures of progress
attached to these goals offers the global community
the opportunity to discuss what sustainable wellbeing means, how to measure it, and how to
achieve it."

(Phys.org) —Gross Domestic Product is a
misleading measure of national success, say ANU
Costanza added that if a successor to GDP isn't
experts.
created and changes aren't made, the effects will
be detrimental for the future of the world.
In a commentary piece for the latest edition of
Nature, Crawford School of Public Policy's
"Failing to make changes will condone growing
Professor Robert Costanza and Dr Ida
Kubiszewski have urged all countries to establish inequality and the continued destruction of the
natural capital on which all life on the planet
new metrics to assess social well-being.
depends."
Costanza says that Gross Domestic Product
More information: Read the full Nature article at
(GDP) is no longer an effective way of measuring
www.nature.com/news/developmen … e-gdpthe success of a country.
behind-1.14499
"When it was instituted seven decades ago, GDP
was a relevant signpost of progress," said
Costanza.
Provided by Australian National University
"Increased economic activity was credited with
providing employment, income and amenities to
reduce social conflict and prevent another world
war. But the world today is very different compared
to how it was then.
"GDP measures mainly market transactions. It
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